
TRACK DOCUMENT USAGE AND CONTROL COSTS

In a business environment characterized by escalating expenses 
and the pressure to minimize them, it’s surprising that the cost  
of utilizing Canon equipment isn’t managed more aggressively. 
Most fortune 500 companies would find it hard to quantify the 
total spending associated with the use of basic equipment such  
as copiers, fax machines, and network printers. That is, until now.

INTRODUCING ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT PLUG-IN

The Accounting Management Plug-in is a modular upgrade to  
the imageWARE Enterprise Management Console device  
management framework. This comprehensive, web-based  
software tracks, analyzes, and recovers costs associated with  
all networked output devices, including printers, fax machines,  
and copiers. With this one application, not only can IT  
administrators understand document output costs, they can  
also realize their ROIs.

BENEFITS OF USING ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT PLUG-IN

Advantages of this Plug-in:

• Track document output costs.

• Offer charge-back capability with an accurate collection  
of billing data—on a per-project basis—for all your  
copies, prints, faxes, and scans.

• Enforce document-level print restriction, discouraging the  
use of higher-cost machines and increasing overall security.

• Quickly generate ROI reports.

• Provide simple and efficient billing-code management.

• Chart the optimal deployment of Canon equipment.

Maintain complete oversight and control of activity  
on all network output devices
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SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT BILLING CODE MANAGEMENT

The Accounting Management Plug-in provides an
efficient cost-recovery solution to any organization looking  
to charge its clients for copies, prints, faxes, and scans for all  
your imageRUNNER or imageRUNNER ADVANCE systems  
enabled with MEAP technology. A simple-to-use MEAP application 
is included. When using this program, user authentication and  
billing codes can be entered from the device’s touch-panel,  
providing simple organization to all jobs performed by the  
Canon imageRUNNER or imageRUNNER ADVANCE system.  
For optimal efficiency, users can also enter billing data from  
their workstations.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

The Accounting Management Plug-in gives you a detailed  
snapshot of your organization’s resources. With this  
application, users can control their costs through a number  
of advanced capabilities, including:

• Track by Paper Type. Analyze and manage cost by paper  
type and size. 

• Track by Individual, Group, or Department. Determine  
how devices are being used.

• Single- or Double-sided Output. Account for single-  
and double-sided output and N-up print/copy output.

• Device Paper Consumption and Device Usage Costs.  
Account for pages output, sheets used, and costs incurred  
by each device.

• Output Restriction. Distinguish between color and black- 
and-white jobs and set usage limits based on the number  
of clicks or predetermined cost.

• Automatic Reporting. Schedule automatic reporting and 
receive reports via e-mail.

• Advanced Analysis. Export accounting and analysis reports 
as CSV files for advanced analysis using a bundled Microsoft® 
Excel macro.

• Web-based Access. Generate reports or any other  
administrative functions from anywhere on the network.
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Printing to a Canon 
device from a PC

Accounting 
Management Driver 

Add-in
Billing Code 

Plug-in (MEAP)

No matter how you print, Accounting Management Plug-in 
will capture the billing code.

Printing for  
walk-up users

The billing code can be recorded in any of these three ways:

Accounting Management Driver Add-in: Printing from  
a PC to a Canon printer

Billing Code Plug-in: A walk-up user prints  
directly from a Canon device

Accounting Management Client PC: Printing to  
third-party printers. The billing code data is accepted  
through a pop-up window and sent directly to the  
Accounting Management Plug-in. 

All three components are included in the Accounting  
Management Plug-in package.
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